Make your own
Option 1:
Time: ~15 minutes, Cost: super cheap ($15 - $20 to buy a block
stacking game)
1. Download the PDF and print it out on regular paper.
2. Take some scissors and cut out the boxes, keeping the truths
and dares separate (you can put them in separate sandwich
bags).
3. Buy a generic block stacking game. Every time somebody
pulls a block, they choose either a truth or a dare out of one
of the bags. The rest of the rules are standard (instructions
here).
Option 2:
Time: ~45 minutes, Cost: a few bucks (plus $15 - $20 to buy a
block stacking game)
1. Download the PDF.
2. Call your local print shop to make sure they have full sized
sticky paper (also called 8 1/2 x 11 label paper). If they
have it, get the game printed on that. Alternately you can
order the label paper online and print at home.
3. Cut out the boxes (keeping the truths and dares separate).
4. Take a generic block stacking game and stick a truth on one
side and a dare on the other of each block (note: there are
57 truths and 57 dares in Odious Blocks… if the block
stacking game you buy only has 54 blocks, just don’t use your
three least favorite truths/dares).

TRUTH: Any threesome or group sex
experiences (or fantasies)?

TRUTH: Name somebody you'd find way
TRUTH: When was the last time you
more sexually attractive if you didn't
manicured your pubes? What did you do
know them as well as you do.
with them?

TRUTH: The guy you're hooking up with
TRUTH: Are you a big shooter? Describe moans and asks "where do you want me TRUTH: Who do you think is the biggest
what your average cumshot is like.
to cum?" What's your immediate gut
slut in the group?
response?
TRUTH: Are you an equal opportunity
whore? List all of the races you've
hooked up with

TRUTH: We all have a poop-related
horror story… what's yours?

TRUTH: Who had the biggest dick you've
ever seen? How big we talking?

TRUTH: Are you cut or uncut? What do
you prefer? Discuss your thoughts on
the pros and cons of each.

TRUTH: What are your experiences with
sex toys? If none, what would you try?

TRUTH: Who has the best body in this
group? What's his secret???

TRUTH: Describe what a vagina is like in
graphic detail.

TRUTH: What are your experiences
with/fantasies about BDSM?

TRUTH: Who has the best hair in the
room?

TRUTH: Describe your worst hookup
ever. What went wrong?

TRUTH: What do you find most annoying
about fag hags?

TRUTH: Who in the group would make
the most convincing tranny?

TRUTH: Do you have a routine when
preparing to bottom?

TRUTH: What does your family say or
think about being gay that's most offputting?

TRUTH: Who in this group do you
imagine (or know) has the nicest cock?

TRUTH: Do you prefer bears or twinks?
Why?

TRUTH: What drugs have you tried?

TRUTH: Who in this group do you
imagine gives the best, sloppiest,
gagging deepthroat blowjobs?

TRUTH: Fuck marry kill: three of your exBFs?

TRUTH: What gay stereotype does
everybody in the room fit (twink, bear,
queen, daddy, otter, etc.)?

TRUTH: Who in this group do you think
is the best top?

TRUTH: Fuck marry kill: three people in
this group.

TRUTH: What have you done sexually
with girls? If sex, how many have you
slept with?

TRUTH: Who in this group do you think
would whine the most while getting
fucked?

TRUTH: Give us the lowdown on your
TRUTH: Who in this group do you think
experience with online dating/hookups.
TRUTH: What straight guy do you most you could beat up if you got into a fight?
Do you have a favorite or least favorite
wish was gay?
Who would be all limp-wristed slapping,
site or app? Any particularly good or bad
scratching, and hair-pulling?
stories?
TRUTH: Have you ever been walked in
on? Pray tell.

TRUTH: What was your best experience
with drugs?

TRUTH: Who in this group gives gays a
bad name? Why?

TRUTH: Have you ever hooked up with
or converted a str8 guy?

TRUTH: What's the best part about
being gay? What's the worst?

TRUTH: Who in this group has the most
fuckable ass?

TRUTH: Honestly, how many guys have
TRUTH: What's the biggest thing you've
you slept with (estimates count if you're
ever had in your ass?
too big of a whore to remember)?

TRUTH: How old were you when you first
hooked up with a guy? Had buttsex?

TRUTH: What's the gayest thing about
you?

TRUTH: If the people on either side of
TRUTH: What's the sluttiest thing you've
you hooked up, who would top/bottom?
ever done?
Who would break the other's heart?

TRUTH: Who in this group is the first
person you'd take home to mom and
dad? Who's the last?

TRUTH: Who is the hottest guy you've
ever hooked up with? Reminisce with us.

TRUTH: Who is the straightest-acting
guy in the room?

TRUTH: If you could only choose to do
one for the rest of your life: bottom or
top?

TRUTH: When was the first time you
looked at gay porn? When was the last
time you looked at straight porn?

TRUTH: Who was the first person you
came out to?

TRUTH: If you could wake up tomorrow
as any celebrity who would it be?

TRUTH: When was the last time you ate
ass? If never, why not?

TRUTH: Who was the smartest person
you've ever hooked up with? Who was
the dumbest?

TRUTH: If you had to trade lives with one TRUTH: When was the last time you got
TRUTH: Why do you think gays are such
person in the group, who would it be and
off? What were you doing/thinking
sluts? Give us some real talk.
why?
about?

DARE: Act like a total bro for the rest of DARE: Get in front of the group and give
the game, bro.
a step-by-step tutorial on how to top.

DARE: Show us your scars. Tell us how
you got them.

DARE: Act out bottoming for the
shortest person in the group. Tell him
how much you love that fat cock.

DARE: Get on your knees and let the
person to your right fake cum on your
face. Use water as a prop. Act like you
love it, you filthy fucking whore.

DARE: SISSY THAT WALK! Go strut your
shit on the catwalk.

DARE: Act out shooting an It Gets Better
video.

DARE: Give a step-by-step tutorial on
how to properly eat ass.

DARE: Stand up and act like a
cheerleader! Give me a D!

DARE: Act out the best scene from the
last porn you watched… use as many
people/props as necessary.

DARE: Give the person to your right a
back rub.

DARE: Stare whoever you know least in
the room deep in the eyes and tell him
why you should get to know each other
better.

DARE: Act out topping the tallest guy in
the room. Tell him how much you love
that tight ass.

DARE: Give the person to your right a
lap dance. See if he'll give you some
dollas.

DARE: Switch an article of clothing with
the person on your right (no hats, belts,
or socks).

DARE: Act out what it would be like if
you met your favorite diva.

DARE: Take off your underwear and put
DARE: Lead the group in a one minute
them on the table. You can leave the
dance aerobics session. Be inspirational! room to retrieve them if you're shy. Free
pass if you're not wearing any.

DARE: And IIIII will always love
youuuuuu. Sing some Whitney. Don't
dance. She couldn't.

DARE: Let somebody draw a rainbow on
you (bonus points if it's on your face or
it's a tramp stamp).

DARE: Text "OHHHH HAYYYY" to a
family member, followed by "Ooops…
wrong number."

DARE: Choose somebody to be your
Prince Charming. Act out trying on the
glass slipper.

DARE: Let the person to your right scroll
through the pics on your phone.

DARE: Text a selfie to somebody you
don't know. Get the number from
somebody else in the room's phone.
Send the selfie from yours.

DARE: Dance like a straight guy.

DARE: Lick and/or kiss the person to
your right. Passionately.

DARE: Text something to an ex.

DARE: Dirty talk the person on your
right. Whisper in his ear. Get real filthy
and descriptive with what you're gonna
do to him.

DARE: Make the absolute ugliest face
you can.

DARE: Thuper! You have to talk with a
theriouth lithp for the retht of the game!

DARE: Fake an orgasm. Get your whole
body into it.

DARE: Nice legs. Take off your pants
until your next turn.

DARE: Tuck that dick back between your
legs and show everyone your manpussy.

DARE: Find a closet. Physically come out
of it screaming about how gay you are.

DARE: No flitty hand gestures for the
rest of this game, you twink.

DARE: Turn around! Stick it out! Even
white boys gots ta shout! No, seriously…
stick your ass out for everyone to
see/critique.

DARE: Find a pole (or some substitute)
and do a striptease.

DARE: No more calling people by their
names this game. Use deragatory words
for gays instead.

DARE: Twerk for us, girl.

DARE: Find something phallic and act
like a QVC dildo salesman with it. It's
only how many easy payments of
$19.99???

DARE: Oops, you did it again. Go sing
and dance like Britney, bitch.

DARE: We got tickets to the gun show!
Stand up and flex like a bodybuilder for
us. Which way is the beach?

DARE: First, describe what fruit you
think your ass is most like. Then let the
people to either side of you caress it to
see if they agree.

DARE: Play DJ for the rest of the game.
Bump those hot jams the girls can't get
enough of!

DARE: You look flexible. Show us how
close you can get to putting your legs
behind your head.

DARE: Freestyle rap about how much
you love dick.

DARE: Pump some tunes and make up a
new dance called the Finger Fuck.

DARE: You look hot. Take of your shirt
until your next turn.

DARE: Rub the inner thigh of the person
DARE: Gallop around the room like a gay
to your right and breathe heavy into his
horse. Oh heyyyy!
ear.

DARE: You look like a virgin. Sing some
Madonna. Dance like a whore.

DARE: Get in front of the group and give
a step-by-step dick-sucking tutorial.
Don't neglect the balls.

DARE: You probably have a secret foot
fetish. Kiss somebody's shoe or foot.

DARE: Show us all your piercings and
explain what you were thinking when
you got them.

DARE: Get in front of the group and give
DARE: Show us all your tattoos. Explain
a step-by-step tutorial on how to be the
why you've made such poor life choices.
best bottom you can be.

DARE: You probably throw like a girl.
Show us.

